Advantage of EyeRIS Interactive Solutions
over conventional Physical IWB & Portable Solutions

What is EyeRIS? Is it a Physical
I nte ra c ve Whiteboard or a
Portable Interacve Unit?
EyeRIS is unique of its kind Hybrid Interac
ve
Solu on. Hybrid solu on is a combina on of a
Physical Whiteboard and a Portable Solu on
designed keeping in mind the advantages of both and
disadvantages of none.

Disadvantages of Physical Interacve Whiteboard:
Limited screen size (a standard size of 77/78") with limited aspect ra o
Large diagonal (more than 78") physical interacve whiteboard is exorbitantly expensive
Electronics circuits are a ached to the board suscepble to damages
Diﬃcules in maintenance / a er sales services because of large size & heavy weight
To overcome the drawbacks of physical interacve whiteboard, there came a breed of portable Ultrasound soluons like eBeam,
Mimio etc. (where sensing unit is ﬁxed on the projecon board itself) and IR based Chinese portable device (ﬁxed with the Projector).
The advantages of these Portable soluons were:
Maintenance free and eﬀecve troubleshoong
Easy installa on
Can be easily shipped back if not working
However, the major drawbacks were:
Poor wring experience as compared to PHYSICAL IWB
For ultrasound soluon the poor wring performance is because of using SOUND media (slow media as compared
to LIGHT)for transming signals for interacvity
For Chinese IR based soluon the poor wring performance is due to LINE OF SIGHT OCCLUSION issues (Shadow
Problem)
Unstable calibra on
Poor IWB applica on suite

Iden fying the GAP / LIMITATION in the available Products / Soluons in the market, CYBERNETYX Research & Development team
in Germany conceptualized & developed a unique HYBRID soluons called EyeRIS Micro Ultra-short Throw Interacve Whiteboard
Soluons with a combina on of a Physical Whiteboard and a Portable Soluon designed keeping in mind the advantages of both and
disadvantages of none.
Here we explain..... How ???
EyeRIS IWB Soluons:
In EyeRIS Interacve Soluons the "Visual Touch" SmartVision 3-D tracking unit is mounted on the top of the projecon board at Zaxis produces 90" Interacve surface at a distance of just 30cm from the white board. This is combina on RGB (Opcal) & IR soluon
that uses LIGHT as a media for transming signals & capable of producing feather smooth / fast / real me wring experience with
zero oﬀ-sets, occlusion & calibra on instability. EyeRIS IWB soluon is also having OpBar where commonly used tools are acvated

